<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Summary/Translation</th>
<th>Original Language</th>
<th>Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>07/10/2023</td>
<td>Shimon Riklin</td>
<td>Journalist</td>
<td>genocidal intent / civilian</td>
<td>Gaza should be wiped off the face of the Earth”</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td><a href="https://x.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301968100497007?s=20">https://x.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301968100497007?s=20</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>07/10/2023</td>
<td>Shimon Riklin</td>
<td>Journalist</td>
<td>genocidal intent / civilian</td>
<td>“Why exactly do we have an atomic bomb?”</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td><a href="https://x.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301968415031670?s=20">https://x.com/YehudaShaul/status/1714301968415031670?s=20</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>08/10/2023</td>
<td>Noam Fathi</td>
<td>Journalist</td>
<td>genocidal intent / civilian</td>
<td>On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 8th 2023, at approximately 3:00 minutes: When we see the images of bombed buildings (in gaza) and dead bodies, i say who cares? No one cares, it doesn't interest anyone, we need to do more it the attack needs to be way stronger.</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRHR4BWo6Rs&amp;index=404">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRHR4BWo6Rs &amp; index=404</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>08/10/2023</td>
<td>Erel Segal</td>
<td>Journalist</td>
<td>genocidal intent / civilian</td>
<td>On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 8th 2023, at approximately 10:00 minutes: [...] we shouldn’t only kill Hamas, but finish “all the players”.</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRHR4BWo6Rs&amp;index=404">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRHR4BWo6Rs &amp; index=404</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>08/10/2023</td>
<td>Naveh Dromi</td>
<td>Journalist</td>
<td>genocidal intent / civilian</td>
<td>On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 8th 2023, at approximately 17:54 minutes: I don’t understand the stickings to Hamas, I don’t see it as Hamas, I see [those who are responsible] are the Palestinians, its this entity that all its existence is depended on us [...]</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRHR4BWo6Rs&amp;index=404">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRHR4BWo6Rs &amp; index=404</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>08/10/2023</td>
<td>Yotam Zmri</td>
<td>Journalist</td>
<td>genocidal intent / civilian</td>
<td>On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 8th 2023, at approximately 21:00 minutes: [...] if we start eliminating killing them the moment they throw a rock, then the story will end.</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRHR4BWo6Rs&amp;index=404">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRHR4BWo6Rs &amp; index=404</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>08/10/2023</td>
<td>Noam Fathi</td>
<td>Journalist</td>
<td>genocidal intent / civilian</td>
<td>On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 8th 2023, at approximately 21:50 minutes: in Huwarah if someone throws a rock, he gets a bullet to the head, Aprox 21:50: in my opinion, if someone hands out candy, he should get shot.</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRHR4BWo6Rs&amp;index=404">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRHR4BWo6Rs &amp; index=404</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>08/10/2023</td>
<td>Yotam Zmri</td>
<td>Journalist</td>
<td>genocidal intent / civilian</td>
<td>On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 8th 2023, at approximately 21:50 minutes: in Huwarah if someone throws a rock, he gets a bullet to the head, Aprox 21:50: in my opinion, if someone hands out candy, he should get shot.</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRHR4BWo6Rs&amp;index=404">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRHR4BWo6Rs &amp; index=404</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>08/10/2023</td>
<td>Ildad Yaniv</td>
<td>Personality</td>
<td>genocidal intent / civilian</td>
<td>On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 8th 2023: Quoting Ofer Efrati &quot;the only way to win is in creating a humanitarian crisis in Gaza [...] we need to dry out the Gazans (deprive the Gazans from water)&quot;  Ildad Yaniv: [agreed] we need to protect the settlers in huwara, otherwise Hamas will come to tel aviv.</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRHR4BWo6Rs&amp;index=404">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRHR4BWo6Rs &amp; index=404</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>08/10/2023</td>
<td>Naveh Dromi</td>
<td>Journalist</td>
<td>genocidal intent / civilian</td>
<td>On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 8th 2023, at approximately 26:35 minutes: we needed to go through that to realize that the Palestinians are an unnecessary group? That what they need is a Nakba 2?</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRHR4BWo6Rs&amp;index=404">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRHR4BWo6Rs &amp; index=404</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>08/10/2023</td>
<td>Yotam Zmri</td>
<td>Journalist</td>
<td>genocidal intent / civilian</td>
<td>On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 8th 2023, at approximately 34:25 minutes: As a response to Katz’ tweet regarding cutting out candy, he should get shot. Aprox 21:50: in my opinion, if someone hands out candy, he should get shot.</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRHR4BWo6Rs&amp;index=404">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRHR4BWo6Rs &amp; index=404</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10/10/2023</td>
<td>Yinon Magal</td>
<td>Journalist</td>
<td>civilian harm</td>
<td>On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 10th 2023, at approximately 3:52 minutes: &quot;I always remember the word if Dado [David Okazaki Cosmos] of the IDF during Yom Kippur war: we have suffured a big blow, now we’ll beat them up/tear them apart [...] we’re stronger [than them] and we’ll win.”</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRHR4BWo6Rs&amp;index=404">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRHR4BWo6Rs &amp; index=404</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
13 10/10/2023 Ilad Yaniv Influencar Internet personaslity

civilian harm On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 10th 2023, at approximately 6:27 minutes: Echoes above statement by Magal, adding: “Like he [David Elazar] said: now we start breaking bones.” Hebrew https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A9WnpnoplxM&list=PLgI17IWjAge32GxWxK96916GnH3mGj13

14 11/10/2023 Naveh Dromi Journalist genocide intent / collective punishment

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, at approximately 8:25 minutes: Go for [all of] Gaza, why settle for [destroying only] Hamas? Hebrew https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x14O6r8FBF0&list=PLgI17IWjAge32GxWxK96916GnH3mGj13

15 11/10/2023 Yinin Magal Journalist genocide intent / collective punishment

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, at approximately 9:12 minutes: The civilians are not “clean”, our revenge is on them, we’re coming to charge the price from them (Dromi agrees). Hebrew https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x14O6r8FBF0&list=PLgI17IWjAge32GxWxK96916GnH3mGj13

16 11/10/2023 Yinin Magal Journalist civilian harm

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, at approximately 44:07 minutes: [as a comment to Feiglin’s remarks] I don’t see them using “tweezers”. I see them destroying Gaza. Hebrew https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x14O6r8FBF0&list=PLgI17IWjAge32GxWxK96916GnH3mGj13

17 11/10/2023 Yinin Magal Journalist genocide intent / forced displacement

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, at approximately 52:00 minutes: I agree with Feiglin regarding Gush Katif […] we need to clean the area and set up settlements [again]. Hebrew https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x14O6r8FBF0&list=PLgI17IWjAge32GxWxK96916GnH3mGj13

18 11/10/2023 Yotam Zimri Journalist collective punishment

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, at approximately 59:55 minutes: No one in Gaza doesn’t know someone who has killed [an israeli] [gutting the “no innocents civilians in Gaza” notion] Hebrew https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x14O6r8FBF0&list=PLgI17IWjAge32GxWxK96916GnH3mGj13

19 11/10/2023 Naveh Dromi Journalist torture

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, at approximately 59:55 minutes: Like they stopped with the “knock on the roof” policy, did they start requesting to allow torture [of captured people to get information from]? Is there restriction on torture? To which Amir Avivi replies: we are doing what we need to do [to get information]. Hebrew https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x14O6r8FBF0&list=PLgI17IWjAge32GxWxK96916GnH3mGj13

20 11/10/2023 Erel Segal Journalist torture

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, at approximately 8:11 minutes: Regarding the above comment: I want to see someone in the supreme court [dare to] try and stop it [regarding tortre with no limitations] Hebrew https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x14O6r8FBF0&list=PLgI17IWjAge32GxWxK96916GnH3mGj13

21 11/10/2023 Yotam Zimri Journalist forced displacement

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, at approximately 3 minutes: If you don’t take families of terrorists and move them from their home and treat them as if they have murdered 1300 people, it will happen again [referring to families of Palestinians also on the West Bank and 48’ areas] Hebrew https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x14O6r8FBF0&list=PLgI17IWjAge32GxWxK96916GnH3mGj13

22 11/10/2023 Yinin Magal Journalist dehumanization

The conception that we can live next to monsters next to our borders is a conception people from left and right [wing] have “sinned” [have possesed]. The conception that we can live next to monsters next to our borders is a [the Palestinians in the East Jerusalem are the same as Hamas, there is no difference, Palestinians in East Jerusalem are the same as Hamas, there is no difference, the conception towards these people needs to change. Hebrew https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x14O6r8FBF0&list=PLgI17IWjAge32GxWxK96916GnH3mGj13

23 11/10/2023 Naveh Dromi Journalist dehumanization

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, at approximately 8:18 minutes: Go for [all of] Gaza, why settle for [destroying only] Hamas? Hebrew https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x14O6r8FBF0&list=PLgI17IWjAge32GxWxK96916GnH3mGj13

24 11/10/2023 Naveh Dromi Journalist civilian harm

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, at approximately 8:12 minutes [defending leftpop youth - known for attacks on Palestinians in the West Bank including the burning of Mohammad Abu Khder and the Burning of the Dawabshe family along with many other murder incidents they have carried out against Palestinians in the West Bank] [the Palestinians in the West Bank is the same as Hamas, there is no difference, Palestinians in East Jerusalem are the same as Hamas, there is no difference, the conception towards these people needs to change. Hebrew https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x14O6r8FBF0&list=PLgI17IWjAge32GxWxK96916GnH3mGj13

25 11/10/2023 Yedidia Meir Journalist civilian harm / collective punishment

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, at approximately 35 minutes: People are talking about forgetting morals and flattening Gaza, I say these are the morals […] this is the moral decision (referring to flattening Gaza) Hebrew https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x14O6r8FBF0&list=PLgI17IWjAge32GxWxK96916GnH3mGj13
On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, at approximately 1h 21 minutes: If I was given a gun I would attack in every single arena, who’s going to stop us? [...] we should attack everywhere since we already have troops recruited, financially speaking [...] we have the chance [both financially and internationally] - in terms of support - to attack (endlessly) to end this.

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 11th 2023, at approximately 1h 7 minutes: it’s obvious that today we would’ve handled the case of Elor Azaria differently (write note: Elor Azaria a soldier convicted of manslaughter and later released following his murder of a Palestinian youth that he neutralized and later deliberately shot in head post-neutralization - execution style, read: https://www.btselem.org/video/20160324_soldier_executes_palestinian_attacker_in_hebron)

https://www.now14.co.il/tochniot_haarutz/%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%98%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%D7%98%26index=405 &index=405 + https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XusHWx3BFEA&list=PLFg1fZkWaIgnZQivJvKGYSbbGGHBzmxL8 on the website)
"It is our duty... to restore our full control over this part of the land of Israel, the property of our ancestors, and to make it bloom with Jewish settlement".

-- Yehuda Shaul

It's time for Nakba 2

-- Yehuda Shaul

One principle that needs to be abandoned today: proportionality. We need a disproportionate response. If all the captives are not returned immediately, then turn the Strip into a slaughterhouse. If a hair falls from their head - execute security prisoners. Violate all norms on the way to victory...

-- Yehuda Shaul

"You are confused, we do not need to bring a significant achievement in Gaza - we need to eliminate Gaza. This means that the area needs to be cleaned."

-- Yehuda Shaul

"One principle that needs to be abandoned today: proportionality. We need a disproportionate response. If all the captives are not returned immediately, then turn the Strip into a slaughterhouse. If a hair falls from their head - execute security prisoners. Violate all norms on the way to victory...

-- Yehuda Shaul

"It's time for Nakba 2"

-- Yehuda Shaul

Talk about a million bodies not as a goal, I said that if, in order to finally eliminate the military capabilities of Hamas, including Sinwar and Deif, we need a million bodies, then let there be a million bodies.

-- Yehuda Shaul

The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 21st 2023, at approximately 19:30-19:34 minutes: "Is it correct that they should complete the cleansing of Gaza city, to cleanse Gaza city, at the first place?" (writer note: this was said with a notion of agreement with the statement) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9j6ARrr9bEk +

-- Yehuda Shaul

"Every baby will grow up to be a terrorist. Every boy aspires to be a martyr. Every woman is a monster. Every adult trained to kill. There are no ordinary citizens in Gaza."

-- Yehuda Shaul

The enemy does not care about destroyed buildings and his civilians or fighters killed. It only hurts the enemy to lose the war. The enemy knew and understood that Israel will fight with the goal of conquering territory from the enemy, moving the population from it to unconquered territory, immediately officially annexing the occupied territory, destroying it to the core and rebuilding it as the Land of Israel. The enemy knew and everyone knew: from now on Israel will take advantage of the wars that will be imposed on it in order to expand"

-- Yehuda Shaul

Those who we knew and everyone knew: from now on Israel will take advantage of the wars that will be imposed on it in order to expand"

-- Yehuda Shaul

The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 21st 2023, at approximately 19:30-19:34 minutes: "Is it correct that they should complete the cleansing of Gaza city, to cleanse Gaza city, at the first place?" (writer note: this was said with a notion of agreement with the statement) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9j6ARrr9bEk +

-- Yehuda Shaul

"Our leadership is not yet sure that it wants to win. It is our job to make it clear to them that we will not settle for anything less than the destruction of the wicked and the return of the Jews to the Gaza Strip."

-- Yehuda Shaul

"Gaza has to be wiped off from the face of the earth"

-- Yehuda Shaul

An Israeli journalist admits that Israeli forces carried out a premeditated attack on the family of Vael Dahdouh (Al-Jazeera correspondent): "Generally we know the target. For example, today was a target: the family of Wael Dahdouh (Al-Jazeera correspondent): "Generally we know"

-- Yehuda Shaul

"It is our job to make it clear to them that we will not settle for anything less than the destruction of the wicked and the return of the Jews to the Gaza Strip."

-- Yehuda Shaul

"Gaza has to be wiped off from the face of the earth"

-- Yehuda Shaul

"Every boy aspires to be a martyr. Every woman is a monster. Every adult trained to kill. There are no ordinary citizens in Gaza."
On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 29th 2023, at approximately 1h 10 minutes: In regards to humanitarian aid to Gaza – Water coming from Israel based on US recommendation: this serves us, if we were to kill all million Gazans that moved south it would have ended this “event” but the world would have “fallen on us” [meaning international response] [...] we have an interest that the US would provide all the weapons we need.

On the Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 29th 2023, at approximately 1h 22 minutes: If you don’t see two more prisoners aren’t build – know that the police did not actually take care of those who incite and support terror, let that be your measure (which got him applause from the studios’ audience).

"Israel demands that Sisi approve the displacement of Palestinians from Gaza to Egypt" "Through its war on the Gaza Strip, Israel seeks to displace Palestinians from the Strip to Egypt. The Ynet website reported today, Tuesday (Oct 31), that Israel had proposed to Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi that in exchange for "absorbing refugees from the Gaza Strip, the World Bank would write off a large financial debt to Egypt."

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 29th 2023, at approximately 1h 8 minutes: The people (of Israel) decided that we enter Gaza. [Yinon Magal asks Didi we have a choice?] Yaniv: We always have a choice. [...] The government acted according to the public’s wishes, it finally did what needed to be done, [...] because the campaign against the Palestinians is not only in the south (Gaza) but also the west bank and inside of Israel.

"The target: the city of Gaza in ruins - the result needs to be/to look unconventional, with unconventional tools” - senior political figure

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on October 29th 2023, at approximately 1h 7 minutes: if we don’t react to these scenes in a TOTAL manner (meaning in Gaza), we don’t have the right to exist. [...] the same way we show videos of the holocaust on holocaust memorial day we need to show these videos [...] that’s why I don’t like the talks of money to the PA and humanitarian aid (to Gaza) [...] we need to tell the world that who does to this to jews, we will obliterate them, no matter what the price is [...]. we need to be the people that when this is done to us, we slaughter (those who do this to us) [...] we need to exterminate them. (writer note: the discourse of the discussion is the comparison of the 7th oct to the holocaust).
On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on November 7th, 2023, at approximately 11:26 minutes: His story is how we will win [...] he occupied Ramah in 3 hours [...] and all these questions popped up of why you killed so many people [...] (this is how we should act). (gives support from Yotam Zmri and Yaron Magal and Eh Elian)

*...they must pay a territorial price. A significant one. Of Beit Hanoun, I would make a high pile of stones. And from the Beit Lahia I would make a pier in the sea...* "...they must pay a territorial price. A significant one. Of Beit Hanoun, I would make a high pile of stones. And from the Beit Lahia I would make a pier in the sea.*

*An idea for the Israeli legislator: the October 7 law. All the Nazi Hamas terrorists who carried out the massacre should stand trial without representation, and would be executed within 24 hours on 7.10.24.*

"An absolute majority of Gazans... know about Pals who are members of... Hamas & Islamic Jihad... To say that they are "uninvolved" is a false statement detached from reality. Anyone who has information about war criminals in Gaza is involved."

"Do you 'free Palestine', do all your crying... We will destroy you... imagine how many of you are going to kill for each of [those you killed on 7th of October]...?" Israeli Channel 14 host Shai Golden says, adding that Israel is prepared to "fight with the United States and the whole world too."

"An idea for the Israeli legislator: the October 7 law. All the Nazi Hamas terrorists who carried out the massacre should stand trial without representation, and would be executed within 24 hours on 7.10.24.*

"...they must pay a territorial price. A significant one. Of Beit Hanoun, I would make a high pile of stones. And from the Beit Lahia I would make a pier in the sea..."

The Biden administration has been providing Israel with the location of humanitarian groups in Gaza for weeks to prevent strikes against their facilities. But Israel has continued to hit such sites. The information included GPS coordinates of a number of medical facilities and information on movements of aid groups in Gaza to the Israeli government for at least a month, according to three people familiar with the communications. All were granted anonymity because they feared speaking publicly would make it more difficult for aid groups to operate in Gaza. Still, Israel has launched operations against Hamas in or near aid sites, including hospitals, leading to the destruction of buildings and the blocking of fuel and other critical supplies.

Palestinian journalist Anas Al-Sharif, who works for Al Jazeera from the northern Gaza Strip, revealed that he received threats from Israeli officers to stop his coverage of the Israeli war on the Strip. This comes after deliberate targeting of Gazan Journalists in the strip resulting in the deaths of over 50 journalists until this day (November 22).

On The Patriots show on channel 14 episode posted on November 1st 2023, at approximately 1h 26 minutes: His story is how we will win[ ...] he occupied Ramah in 3 hours[ ...] and all these questions popped up of why you killed so many people[ ...] (this is how we should act). (gives support from Yotam Zmri and Yaron Magal and Eh Elian)

The Biden administration has been providing Israel with the location of humanitarian groups in Gaza for weeks to prevent strikes against their facilities. But Israel has continued to hit such sites. The information included GPS coordinates of a number of medical facilities and information on movements of aid groups in Gaza to the Israeli government for at least a month, according to three people familiar with the communications. All were granted anonymity because they feared speaking publicly would make it more difficult for aid groups to operate in Gaza. Still, Israel has launched operations against Hamas in or near aid sites, including hospitals, leading to the destruction of buildings and the blocking of fuel and other critical supplies.

Israel journalis, Zvi Yehezkeli, Channel 10’s Arab affairs correspondent, says the Israeli army should’ve killed 100,000 Palestinians early on in the war. Speaking on Channel 13 on Tuesday he said it doesn’t matter who is or isn’t involved with Hamas and that the Israeli army should’ve launched a more “hateful” attack on Gaza.
| 81 | 24/10/23 | Amit Segal | Journalist | genocidal intent | "Don't forget for a second what Amalek did. Eradicate/erase this evil - eradicate this evil from the face of the earth, not a centimeter less than this:" | Hebrew | https://www.hidabroot.org/article/1187582 |
| 82 | 30/10/2023 | Kan News | News Channel | civilian harm/collective punishment | IDF distributes notes in Hebron: "In case you don’t surrender your weapons and stop the fire, hell’s gates will open upon you as it did in Gaza." | Hebrew |
| 83 | No date | Channel 14 | News channel and website | genocidal intent/civilian harm | Israeli news Channel 14 displaying all Palestinian deaths in Gaza as “terrorists eliminated” on front page also offering “videos of the bombings of Gaza and pictures of the destruction in gaza” titled “Gaza is on fire” (the page is updated daily to describe the number of gazans killed, buildings destroyed, number of attacks, and injured palestinians) | Hebrew | https://special.now14.co.il/israel-wins/ |